A well known and still open issue for wireless ad hoc networks is the unfair energy consumption among the nodes. The specific position of certain nodes composing an ad hoc network makes them more involved in network operations than others, causing a faster drain of their energy. To better distribute the energy level and increase the lifetime of the whole network, we propose to periodically force the cooperation of less cooperative nodes while overwhelmed ones deliberately stop their service. A dedicated ad hoc network routing protocol is introduced to discover alternative paths without degradation in the overall network performance.
Introduction
Ad hoc networks are composed of wireless nodes with limited power resources usually provided by accumulators. In these networks each node is an end system and a router at the same time. The limited energy is then not only used to deliver one's own packets to the destinations but also to serve other nodes as message relayers [1] [2] [3] . Current routing protocols do not implement any mechanism to verify if other nodes are participating in relay operations. Thus, certain nodes have the chance not to cooperate [4] . This typically happens either because their resources are going to expire, and then they can decide to temporarily stop their service to avoid a premature shutdown, or because of a malicious behavior that turns them into cheater nodes that save power for their own transmissions rather than wasting energy to serve the others.
Both these situations can affect the final performance achieved by single nodes as well as that of the entire network. For instance, the presence of malicious nodes in the network can have a negative impact on the final delivery ratio achieved by well behaving nodes compared to that achieved by uncooperative ones, as we * Corresponding author -e-mail: maudarie@unina.it measured in the simple testbed represented in Figure 1 and composed of 25 nodes arranged in a 5x5 grid topology. In the testbed, the distance between each pair of nodes is such that a transmitting node is obliged to use one of its adjacent nodes as the next hop rather than relying on further, non adjacent ones. Several sessions of traffic are generated between pairs of nodes, as we will detail in Section 5. Nodes 1, 3, 6, 8, 12, 16, 18, 21, 23 can adopt a defective behavior, that is, they can refuse to relay packets for other nodes. The remaining nodes are instead always cooperative. All the nodes start from an initial energy level of 1000J; at the end of the experiments we measure both the delivery ratio dr i and the average residual energy of all the nodes.
As a preliminary observation, Figure 2 (a) shows how the presence of malicious nodes affects the performance of well behaving ones, since the final delivery ratio is in favor of defective nodes. As the number of malicious nodes increases, the performance of both cooperative and uncooperative nodes is affected compared to the ideal case of full cooperation, albeit still in favor of uncooperative ones. These results are consistent with the lack of a system that tracks the behavior of other nodes.
At the opposite, too much cooperation can lead to an unfair energy consumption because certain nodes, usually the inner nodes of a topology, are more involved than others in relay operations and this causes a greater drain of their energy compared to that spent by border nodes. In Figure 2 (b) we measured the residual nodes energy at the end of experiments with low energy levels associated with the inner nodes (those rounded by the dashed rectangular box in Figure 1 ). To deal with such unfairness in performance we propose to introduce a system for the detection of nodes' behavior in ad hoc routing protocols.
In the presence of a behavior detection system, well behaving nodes can deal with uncooperative ones, for instance by refusing to relay packets coming from them. In this way, the malicious nodes experience a delivery ratio reduction and are in fact rather pushed towards a more cooperative attitude. We also aim at minimizing the residual energy variance, that means to improve the fairness among nodes and avoid an irregular shut down of single nodes. To this purpose, overloaded nodes can periodically switch to a defection state to preserve their own energy, hence inducing a better energy balance among the nodes. By leveraging our behavior detection system, the transmitting nodes can soon realize that some paths are temporarily unavailable and have the chance to search for alternative paths, thus keeping the delivery ratio unaltered.
Rather than introducing new energy aware features into the routing protocols, we rely on a decentralized algorithm to track down the behavior of network nodes in order to quickly find alternative paths. We demonstrate that the proposed approach allows for a better balance of energy among the nodes. The algorithm takes inspiration from the results of game theory and enhances an existing ad hoc routing protocol. It has been implemented and tested in a simulated environment. Next sections introduce, respectively, the proposed novel algorithm, the modifications applied to an existing routing protocol, the experimental results, as well as relevant related work. Finally, the last section provides concluding remarks and gives some insights into future investigations.
Game theory applied to ad hoc networks
Although game theory is a branch of applied mathematics, it witnessed a great success thanks to the application of its results to a wide selection of fields, including social sciences, biology, engineering and economics, as welll as the study of ad hoc networks [4] . Game theory covers different situations of conflicts regarding, in a first attempt, two agents (or players), and in the generalized version, a population of players. Each of these players expects to receive a reward, usually named payoff, at the end of the game. The basic assumption is that all the players are self interested and rational: given a utility function with the complete vector of payoffs associated with all possible combinations, a rational player is always able to place these values in order of preference even in case they are not numerically This not necessarily means that the best value will be selected, since the final reward of each player is strongly dependent on the decision of the other players. Each player is then pushed to plan a strategy, that is a set of actions aiming at total payoff maximization, provided that he is aware that the other players will try to do the same. Games can be classified according to various properties. Here we are mainly interested in the difference between cooperative and non-cooperative games as well as the difference between strategic games (played once) and extensive games (played many times).
One of the fundamental problems of game theory is known as prisoner's dilemma, which can be represented in the matrix format of Figure 3 : two suspects of a crime are arrested and jailed in different cells with no chance to communicate between each other. They are questioned by the police and receive the same deal: if one confesses (defect) and the other stays silent (cooperate), the first is released, the second is convicted and goes to prison with a sentence of 10 years, the worst; if both stay silent (cooperate), they go to prison for only 1 year; if both testify against the other (defect) they go to prison with a sentence of 5 years. The situation in which they both stay silent (cooperate) is the more convenient to both of them; however, it was demonstrated that a rational behavior is to confess (defect) and receive the sentence of 5 years, and this situation represents the only equilibrium, as first introduced by Nash [7] [6]. Hence, the prisoner's dilemma falls in the field of strategic non-cooperative games.
In its basic form the prisoner's dilemma is played only once and has been applied to many real life situations of conflict, even comprising thorny issues of state diplomacy. A different version of the prisoner's dilemma is played repeatedly rather than just once and is known as iterated prisoner's dilemma (ITD), which turned out to be a cooperative game under certain circumstances [8] [9] . The goal of both players still is the maximization of their payoff, as the cumulated payoff earned at each stage. If the number of rounds is finite and known in advance, the strategy of always defecting is still the only situation of equilibrium and the game is still non-cooperative. However, in case the number of repetitions is infinite, it was demonstrated that the choice to always defect is not the only equilibrium as also the choice of cooperating may be an equilibrium. In this case, one of the strategies that let players maximize their payoff is the so-called Tit for Tat game, in which each player repeats the past behavior of the other player: a player is keen to cooperate if the other node behaved correctly the last time, otherwise it defects. If we consider the first five tournaments of a two players game, a player who defects (D) against a cooperative In case he always cooperates, his payoff would be (−1, −1, −1, −1, −1) = −5, which is the best he can achieve. So, continued cooperation for the iterated prisoner's dilemma also yields the best payoff. Despite this benefit, the main result of the tit for tat strategy is that it stimulates cooperation. We base our algorithm to mitigate the node selfishness on the results of this version of the game.
Tracking nodes behavior
In an ad hoc network, the number of nodes and links can change over time, so we consider the number of nodes N (t) as a function of time t. We also define a dynamic array C(t) of N (t) elements for each node of the network. The generic element c i (t) of C(t) assumes the values (UNKNOWN, COOPERATE, DEFECT) meaning that the behavior of node i at time t is respectively unknown, cooperative or non-cooperative. At time t = 0 all the values are set to UNKNOWN, since at the beginning each node is not aware of the behavior of the other nodes.
Suppose the generic node s of the network needs to send some traffic to the destination d. The first task is to discover an available path, if it exists, to reach the destination. To this purpose, we consider a source based routing protocol capable of discovering a list A(t) (s,d)i ∀i : 0 < i < P of P multiple paths. All the nodes in the list A(t) ( 
Figure 4. Algorithm description
At the same time, intermediate nodes (those not generating or receiving traffic but still involved in a path) can keep trace of other nodes' behaviors. As soon as a packet to be forwarded (and containing the complete routing list) is received, all the nodes on the path preceding the current node are marked as cooperative. Similarly, when an acknowledgement packet is received, all the nodes on the path following the current node are marked as cooperative. The remaining nodes in the path list are instead marked according to the ratio between the packets relayed and those requested to relay so far. If this ratio is above a fixed threshold (set for instance to 0.5), then the node is marked as cooperative, else it is marked as defective. Naturally, this ratio is neglected in case the node actively becomes a sender and starts the algorithm described above with the collection of acknowledgements L (s,d)i .
Given this algorithm, each node is aware of the behavior of other nodes and can react in the most appropriate way. For example, a node can refuse to relay packets of defecting nodes, or operate a selective operation like queuing their packets and serving them only if idle and not busy with the service requested by cooperative nodes. As soon as a cooperative path has been discovered, the following transmissions make use of it, thus limiting the multiple paths feature only to the search of new cooperative paths [5] . However, due to the highly dynamic evolution of ad hoc network topologies, the search for available paths is frequently repeated, and the list A (s,d) consequently updated. Hence, if a defecting node decides to cooperate, its identification address will be included in one of the acknowledgement messages L (s,d)i sent to the sender s and its aim to cooperate will be stored in the array C(t).
The situation described here for the pair (s, d) is replicated for all the possible pairs of nodes that try to interact, but all nodes store only an array C(t) that is updated upon reception of any acknowledgement message, wherever it comes from, also including those intercepted from other traffic sessions. Furthermore, not all the packets relayed are checked in order to verify the nodes' behaviors, but only a fraction of them, so to keep the total overhead under control.
A protocol for the discovery of defective nodes
The algorithm introduced in the previous section has been implemented in an existing source based routing protocol for ad hoc networks. We first modified this protocol to support the search of multiple paths, and then included the new algorithm for the identification of non-cooperative nodes. In the next subsections we present the existing protocol, its basic features and the newly added ones.
Multipath source based routing in ad hoc networks
The dynamic configuration of an ad hoc network topology makes the routing protocols used in wired networks unsuitable for this kind of networks. Hence, several new protocols have been designed and made available to manage this collection of wireless nodes. To the purpose of identifying defecting nodes, an acknowledgement (or missed acknowledgement) technique is needed. Among the many ad hoc routing protocols, AH-CPN (Ad Hoc Cognitive Packet Network) [10] is designed to support QoS (Quality of Service) and make an intense use of acknowledgement messages independently from the transport protocol in use. AH-CPN is the wireless version of CPN (Cognitive Packet Network) [11] , a proposal for a self aware network [24] architecture with native support for QoS. Both in AH-CPN and CPN, the presence of a neural network engine enables to undertake dynamic and fast routing decisions as soon as a condition, like for example a congested link or a different user's requirement, has changed. An always active traffic of smart packets discovers new paths according to specific QoS goals, e.g. paths that minimize the delay or maximize the throughput. This information is made available to the interested nodes that can send traffic along the defined path on a source based routing basis. The smart traffic 4 
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There are four different kinds of packets in AH-CPN, all sharing the same header: Smart Packets (SP), Smart Acknowledgements (SA), Dumb Packets (DP), and Dumb Acknowledgements (DA). Smart packets are those described at the beginning of this section. They are lightweight packets containing a QoS goal sent by a sender to a destination. These packets are routed with the Random Neural Network (RNN) [12] algorithm that runs on each node and which selects the next hop by taking into account the past behavior of the link. Every time a SP traverses a node, a specific 'route map' (RM) field is updated with the node's address. Once at the destination, a SA is generated and sent backwards according to the RM received in the SP. Finally, the actual data can be sent across the network in a DP, which is prepared with the whole path copied in the RM field. Internal nodes relay DPs to the next hop excerpted from the RM field, and they add timestamp information useful to evaluate the round trip time (RTT) between each pair of nodes along the path. These RTT data are stored in special mailboxes present in each node and provide the RNN algorithm with precious information concerning the past behavior of a link. Once the DP reaches its destination, a DA is sent along the reverse path. Notice that differently from IP networks, in CPN the acknowledgements are generated upon reception of each single packet, whatever the transport protocol is. This feature is helpful in the deployment of our algorithm to identify defecting nodes, as we will soon explain.
The basic CPN version looks for one available path, the best in terms of the requested QoS goal. We modified this protocol to search for multiple paths. To this purpose, SPs are initially sent via flooding to collect all the available paths. To prevent loops, SPs are marked with an identification number, and those with the same such number touching a node for the second time are discarded. SPs reaching the same destinations with different contents for what concerns the routing map are considered valid, and SAs are sent backward to inform the sender. The sender collects the different SAs and updates its own routing table. DPs are sent on a round robin basis. Once the available paths are discovered, the transmission of SPs is not terminated; it is rather repeated periodically for path maintenance, to check if the topology has changed, and in our case also to verify if there is a different configuration concerning the behavior of nodes.
Identification and isolation of defecting nodes
We provide the multipath source based routing protocol with the capability to identify and isolate defecting nodes. The array C(t) is computed and stored at each node. Its dimension can change according to the number of nodes active in the ad hoc area. When node a needs to send traffic to node b, SPs are immediately sent by flooding. We make the assumption that non-cooperative nodes try to cheat by forwarding inexpensive SPs, which do not carry any payload, while they do not relay DPs containing the real data. In case the non-cooperative nodes decide to block the SPs forwarding, they are immediately discovered as non-cooperative and have no chance to cheat. In this scenario, every time a SP traverses a node, its cognitive map is extended with the label of the visited node. Once at the destination, the complete cognitive map is copied into the DA and sent back to the sender along the reverse path. Obviously, this is repeated for all the discovered paths. Thus, at the end of this process node a has a complete knowledge of all the available paths, including those comprising cheating nodes, and these are all stored in A(t) (a,b) . At the time of the first transmission, the real data are packed in multiple DPs and sent along all the available paths on a round robin basis, but the interested cheating nodes will not relay them. Since in CPN a destination b must send an acknowledgement message DA whatever the transport protocol is, node a will receive only the DAs associated with the successful paths, i.e., those without cheating nodes. This information, as described before, helps finalize the array C(t) with the list of cooperative and defecting nodes; traffic is sent only along the path or the paths composed of cooperative nodes rather than along all the available paths. When one of the cheating nodes requests the relaying of a message to node a, node a is aware of the past behavior of such nodes and can thus appropriately react, while it can regularly relay packets coming from cooperative users.
The situation concerning the detection of cooperation, as well as the selection of routing paths, is not static but can rather change over time. Then, isolated nodes are not banned forever from the network. Although the traffic from a node is delivered only along paths composed of cooperative nodes, sending nodes keep on checking periodically the paths containing the defecting nodes. Should a defecting node decide to change its behavior and begin to cooperate, the routing protocol soon detects this change and admits again the node to the transmission of flows. The current update time is set at 100ms.
Testbed and experiments
We tested the proposed routing protocol on a simulated testbed in the ns-2 simulator under different working 5 
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At the end of each of the experiments run on the testbed, we measure the delivery ratio dr i , the average residual energy of all the nodes µ, their variance ν, as well as the energy e i spent by node i to successfully deliver one single byte to the destination, which is calculated as:
where Ec i is the energy consumed by node i, s i is the total number of bytes sent to the destination, rl i is the number of bytes relayed from node i, and r i is the bytes correctly received at destination. e i has a dimension of [Joule/bytes].
Dealing with unfair delivery ratio
The first series of experiments aims at checking the algorithm responsiveness against sudden changes in nodes' behaviors. Ten sessions of UDP constant bit rate traffic are generated between the node pairs (1, 4), (3, 0), (6, 9) , (8, 5) , (11, 14) , (13, 10) , (16, 19) , (18, 15) , (21, 24) and (23, 20) . The experiment lasts 300s. Nodes 1, 8, 11, 18, 21 start with a defecting behavior for the first 60s. Then, they begin to switch between a cooperation status and a defection status in alternate time slots of 30s and 60s, respectively. The remaining nodes are always cooperative.
In this first series of experiments we consider the presence of malicious nodes, which clearly have a negative impact on the final performance of cooperative nodes. As anticipated, in the 25 nodes testbed, nodes 1, 3, 6, 8, 12, 16, 18, 21, 23 (24, 0) , (4, 20) , (20, 4) , (6, 9) , (8, 5) , (13, 10) , (11, 14) , (16, 19) , and (18, 15) . Each experiment lasts 720s.
By looking at the first histogram in Figure 5 (a), we can observe how the presence of malicious nodes affects the final performance. Also, in lack of a tracing algorithm, the delivery ratio of defective nodes (marked as def ) outperforms that achieved by the cooperative ones (coop), whatever the number of defective nodes is. At the opposite, the introduction of the tracing algorithm always favors cooperative nodes (coop T ), whose delivery 
Figure 5. Fairing the delivery ratio
ratio is constantly kept higher than that of defective ones (def T ). We then evaluate the energy e i spent to successfully deliver a single byte to the destination in the second row of histograms in Figure5(b) . Again, the behavior tracking algorithm mPath-T is able to reverse the values achieved with the plain version of the AH-CPN protocol. While in the basic protocol version the value e i of cooperative nodes increases at a pace which closely mirrors the increase in the number of defecting nodes, when the tracing algorithm is enabled such a value is kept low as the number of defecting nodes increases. Also, the energy e i of defecting nodes shows a raising exponential slope.
Dealing with unfair energy consumption
To balance the unfair energy consumption among the nodes we propose to deliberately push overwhelmed nodes in a defection mode for short time intervals. During this second series of experiments the percentage of cooperation of the inner nodes 6, 7, 8 − 11, 12, 13 − 16, 17, 18 changes over time. In the first experiment, all nodes cooperate. In the second experiment nodes 6, 8, 12, 16, 18 do not cooperate during the time interval [340s, 520s], while nodes 7, 11, 13, 17 do not cooperate during the time interval [520s, 700s]. These time intervals correspond to a percentage of 75% of nodes cooperation with respect to the overall duration of the experiment. In the third and last experiment, the defection intervals are extended, respectively, to [100s, 400s] for the first group of nodes and to [400s, 700s] for the second one. These time intervals correspond to a percentage of about 60% of 6 
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12 2014 -08 2015 | Volume 2| Issue 6| e cooperation with respect to the overall duration of the experiment. Furthermore and differently from the previous series of experiments, defective nodes decide not to send traffic during the above mentioned intervals since their action aims at preserving the energy rather than cheating the other nodes. Figure 6 (one graph for each of the metrics considered). Each graph reports the final values of a single performance indicator related to the three inner nodes' cooperation cases described above (total cooperation of 100%, 75%, and 60%). We compared the proposed algorithm with the basic AH-CPN version. They are marked in the following graphs as, respectively, basic (AH-CPN) and mPath-T (the version with the proposed tracking algorithm).
Results are reported in
The first thing we can observe from the figures is how the average residual energy (Figure 6(a) ) increases as the percentage of cooperation decreases. Also, the variance (Figure 6(b) ) is significantly reduced when the defection interval of inner nodes increases, which means a fairer distribution of the energy consumed at each node. These results were quite expected and do not show significant improvements deriving from the introduction of the proposed tracking algorithm. Notice however that if we look at the comparison of delivery ratio achieved by the two versions of the protocol in Figure 6 (c), the behavior tracking algorithm clearly outperforms the counterpart when the percentage of cooperation of inner nodes goes down. The basic protocol is in fact unable to detect that certain nodes (and hence certain paths) have become unavailable. Thus, it does not try to discover any alternative paths. The mPath-T protocol is instead capable to promptly detect both nodes and paths unavailability, and thus react by discovering alternative paths allowing to still reach the destination.
Network lifetime
We conducted a further experiment to analyze network nodes lifetime. To this purpose we make the testbed start from a situation of low energy and we count the number of nodes that shut down before the natural end of the experiment. As witnessed by the comparative results presented in Figure 7 , the introduction of the behavior tracking system again helps reduce the number of node shutdowns as long as the initial energy level is higher than 54J. Notice also how the slope of the basic protocol is linear, while that of the tracing algorithm looks like an impulse, which again indicates a fairer distribution of residual energy among nodes and then a longer lifetime for the whole network.
Discussion
Many applications of ad hoc networks are conditioned by the limited energy provided by accumulators and then rely on an implicit cooperation agreement among the nodes. To address some of these issues we propose to introduce a dedicated mechanism in ad hoc routing protocols. Such a mechanism provides ad hoc network nodes with the capability to react to unfair working conditions, in terms of both delivery ratio and energy consumption. Our experimental results show that we can in such a way detect uncooperative nodes, keep the delivery ratio of cooperative nodes both high and favorable to them, and provide a prolonged network lifetime. The introduction of a tracking algorithm certainly introduces additional overhead. The overhead due to the generation of signaling packets to serve the CPN protocol is limited to 5% out of the total traffic [13] . The multiple path functionality is limited to the search for available paths, as the real traffic flows along a single path composed of cooperative nodes. This search is renewed periodically, and can be triggered according to the size of the network. Finally, the evaluation of nodes behavior is fully distributed and extrapolated from the actual traffic, so additional signaling traffic is not needed. Although we do not have a detailed evaluation of this load, we consider the limited energy consumption in relation with the preserved delivery ratio measured during our experiments an indirect estimation of the reasonable overhead introduced by the tracking algorithm. We indeed believe that the introduction of a tracking algorithm can be beneficial to all those battery constrained ad hoc network applications like, for example, sensor networks for environmental monitoring, vehicular networks and health care monitoring networks.
Related work
Most of the proposals to mitigate the unfair consumption of energy rely on energy aware routing protocols. The authors of [14] , [15] propose a power-based routing metric rather than a distance metric. In the former, a min-max approach selects the shortest path if all nodes in all possible routes have sufficient battery capacity. In the latter, an extension to an existing protocol allows some nodes to intelligently switch off when they are not actively transmitting or receiving packets, thus yielding a reduction in battery consumption. The presence of a separate control channel supports the decision upon the sleeping time slots, as well as their duration.
However, this last proposal lacks an acknowledgement mechanism and therefore cannot recover from data collisions. A substantial enhancement is then presented in [16] , which introduces a new MAC protocol with control signals placed into control frame slots having the capability to recover from data collisions. These modifications provide a higher data throughput and a lower energy consumption in a truly mobile environment. Similarly, [17] is based on the observation that when a wireless network has a sufficient density of nodes, only a small number of them are involved in forwarding operations, so most of these nodes can be placed in a sleep mode. When nodes are awaken, they join a forwarding backbone acting as coordinator. Local decisions set the node status on the basis of both the amount of energy still available and the benefit given to the neighbors. The authors of [18] also embrace an approach based on network topology. They propose to check energy consumption in each discovered route and further monitor its updated level in subsequent maintenance cycles.
Rather than considering an adaptation at MAC or network layer, the work in [19] formulates the fair energy distribution problem with the same objective functions as our proposal: minimizing the residual energy variance at the same time maximizing the minimum residual node energy. To this purpose, [19] suggests to partition the connections in segments: when nodes are close enough to be reached in a single hop, part of the connection's data are sent by direct transmission, whereas the remainder is sent along regular network routes. A further solution is reported in [20] , which proposes an organization in clusters of wireless nodes so that the load of the network is balanced and energy dissipation is reduced.
To address the fair energy consumption issue, in [21] a fair cooperative protocol (FAP) is proposed to improve the overall performance of the whole network. Each node calculates a power reward to evaluate the power contributed to and by the others. The adoption of such a fair scheme can also lead to substantial throughput gains over both the direct transmission and the full cooperation case. There exists however a trade off between the fairness and the throughput achieved. An analytical study helps in the selection of the working point associated with the best trade off between fairness and throughput.
The work done in [22] also relies on cooperation among nodes. However, it makes the assumption that only a subset of the nodes belonging to the same group can be interested in mutual cooperation. This hypothesis replaces the one which assumes full cooperation among all nodes. If nodes belonging to a group form a coalition and route packets without intervention of nodes outside the coalition, then the routing shows some benefits with respect to the M. D'Arienzo and S. P. Romano fully selfish case. In [23] , an alternative game theory approach to increase efficiency in sensor networks is presented. Following a duopoly Stackelberg game, sensor nodes are modeled in a hierarchical tree with parents, acting as leaders, and children, acting as followers. Parents cooperate with other parents, at the opposite of children that behave selfishly. This approach yields a better distribution of the overall energy. Although these solutions prove effective, we prefer the fully distributed approach (with neither groups nor leaders) in which each of the nodes takes on responsibility for its own behavior.
Conclusions
In ad hoc networks each node, besides sending and receiving its own traffic, is also requested to serve the other nodes. Current ad hoc routing protocols do not take into account the amount of work done to relay other nodes' traffic, which impacts the residual energy available for a node's own transmissions. This inevitably brings to a situation of unfair energy consumption for certain nodes in favor of other, less involved, ones. In this paper we proposed to introduce some modifications in ad hoc routing protocols to support the identification of nodes' behaviors. Behavioral information gives the busiest nodes a chance to temporarily stop serving the others, while the routing protocol helps discover alternative paths allowing to keep both the residual energy and the overall network performance at fair levels. The improved distribution of energy consumption also prevents the irregular shut down of overloaded nodes, thus increasing the overall network lifetime.
